
Pendram Announces Launch of Equity Crowdfunding Campaign with WeFunder 

A Technology Company Solving Critical Safety and Preservation Challenges 

San Diego, CA— Pendram, Inc. announced the launch of its first official registered equity crowdfunding campaign in 

partnership with WeFunder. Pendram is raising capital to grow the brand and launch a new line of high tech “smart” storage 

solutions. Pendram will use the capital to complete development and go to full production with the innovative new category of 

products. The WeFunder campaign launches on October 13, 2020 and Investment is open to the public and accepted 

at:  www.wefunder.com/pendram 

Pendram’s proprietary patent pending smart technology called Intellisphere IAC “Creates the Perfect Atmosphere” and has the 

goal to set a new standard for precise storage conditions with safety and smart flexible control from anywhere. Pendram's 

business model is innovation and a mission to protect, preserve and optimize the long-term quality of perishables.  The 

innovative “smart” high tech product line includes storage solutions specifically being engineered for culinary, cannabis, cigar 

and breast milk applications. 

 

Mary June Makoul, Founder and CEO says, “ We’re raising money through crowdfunding because we want as many people as 

possible to be a part of our innovative high tech company. There was a critical need for miniaturized smart storage solutions 

and this is an opportunity for anyone to own part of a growing tech company on the ground floor without having to quit your 

job or be an experienced Investor.  We’ve already proven demand with numerous pre-orders, and it is thrilling to imagine what 

this company can do with access to adequate funding.” 

 

“I am delighted and excited to join Pendram as the Lead Investor in their WeFunder campaign launching today!  These funds 

will help drive the company forward, accelerate growth and expedite the path from the current prototypes to production of 

their groundbreaking smart storage technology products. The time is now for these innovative solutions and Pendram is 

positioning to create a whole new category of products” said Mark Yoshida, Lead Investor for Pendram’s WeFunder campaign. 

 

Jon Siann, CTO and Founder of the company added “No miniaturized solutions exist on the market today that can add and 

subtract moisture using distilled water to maintain precise storage conditions for multiple applications. Current solutions use 

chemicals that interfere with the integrity of stored products and are an environmental hazard.  Our patent pending products 

and proprietary platform will leverage electronic and thermal breakthroughs as well as sophisticated software and cloud 

management to reliably and precisely control temp, airflow and humidity.” 

Pendram is launching its crowdfunding campaign as industry trends show unprecedented growth in the cannabis category.  The 

company’s flagship product Smart-Lid keeps cannabis “In the Perfect Atmosphere” automated and odor free and was chosen as 

Tommy Chong’s favorite high tech product for 2020.  For more information on Smart-Lid, please go to www.smart-lids.com. 

To view important information on the equity crowdfunding terms, opportunity and risks, please go to: 

https://wefunder.com/pendram. 



About Pendram:  Headquartered in San Diego, Pendram is leading the evolution of miniaturized smart atmospheric control 

technology with a multi-product strategy benefiting multiple industries.  Many storage applications including culinary, cannabis, 

cigars and breast milk require optimum humidity, temperature and air flow to achieve long term positive results.  Pendram’s 

proprietary smart technology called Intellisphere IAC  focuses on “Creating the Perfect Atmosphere” and setting a new standard 

for precise storage conditions with smart flexible control from anywhere.  For more information please go 

https://pendram.com 

About Wefunder:  Wefunder is the largest Regulation Crowdfunding portal by every measure. Wefunder is a crowdfunding 

service which connects startups with investors online. Wefunder uses a provision in the 2012 JOBS Act which allows accredited 

and non-accredited investors to invest in emerging products and companies. 


